Walasmulla Education Zone
English Language
Monthly test –Grade 9
Answer all the questions (2Hrs)
01.Match the synonyms.
The first one is done for you
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A
Actual (f…)
Brief (……)
Danger (……)
Alien (……)
Admiration (.)
Calm (……)

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

B
Foreign
Risk
Praise
Short
Quiet
Real

02.Read the given passage and use the commas where necessary.
Many of us are usually fortunate enough to find out early in life what we are really good at and
make a success of it. However as implied by the popular saying you do not know what you can
do till you try some people fail to discover their true potential.

03. Fill in the blanks with the words given in the box.

A cup of

a bottle of

a packet of

a bag of

i.

I want to buy …………………………………………... rice.

ii.

A crow saw …………………………………………… water.

iii.

Every day she buys …………………………………… milk.

iv.

Would you like ……………………………………………. Tea.

v.

There is a ………………………………………... tea in my bag.
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04. Complete the table by using suitable forms of plurals
Singular
1.bag
2.man
3.witch
4.deer
5.fly
6.knife
7.tooth
8.branch
9.hundred
10.roof

Plural

05. Complete the following sentences using the given prepositions
From

at

in

on

between

1. I come to school ………… Monday.
2. My house is ………………. the road and the river.
3. Many people like to live ………… large cities.
4. I received a letter …………………… my uncle.
5. A man is …………… the gate.

06. Read the passage and answer the questions.
Flying kites is a popular pastime activity in our country. There are kites of different shapes,
colours, and sizes. Cobra and peacock shaped kites are most popular among children. August is
the best season for flying kites in Sri Lanka because it is dry and windy. Furthermore, most
children have their school holidays in August.
1. What is a popular pastime activity in Sri Lanka?
....................................................................
2. What is the Best month for flying Kites?
…………………………………………………………………………….
3. August is a (dry/rainy) month. Underline the correct word.
4. What are the most popular shapes of kites?
………………………………………………………………………….
5. For flying kites August is the best season for children.
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Is it correct?...................................................
Give a reason…………………………………………...........................

07.Fill in the blanks using the suitable form of the nouns given in bracket.
1. I want to buy two ……………………. of sugar. (bag)
2. She bought three ………………………… of coconut oil for the New Year Festival.
(bottle)
3. We need three ………………… of tea for the trip. (packet)
4. Add a …………………. of water for the curry. (cup)
5. There were two ……………………. of players in the school. (team)

08. Complete the sentences with “but, and, or, either... or, neither… nor”
1. …………………… my father………… mother can enter.
2. Samadhi ……………... Lalani are good friends.
3. He is rich ………… cunning.
4. ……………... Dilmi ……………...Duleepa comes to the party. So remind them to come.
5. You can come on Sunday ………...Saturday.

09. Last Saturday you went to the fair with your mother. Describe it by using 75 words.
Include the following
-How you went there
-Things you saw and bought.
-People you met
- What you felt
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